Docman 10 is the next generation in
clinical content management and workflow
Supporting time-pressured healthcare professionals

Docman 10 provides complete access to documents and data
from anywhere at anytime, supporting new care models and
ways of working, accessed through a web browser.
Receive and send information in an instant. Automation and simplicity is at the heart of the
Docman 10 electronic workflow and the transfer of care process. Have information, history,
documents and data at your fingertips. Do the things you do every day more easily and
from anywhere, anytime with a secure N3 connection.
The Docman platform is actively managing 3,000,000 documents every single week. We
have spent hundreds of hours observing user behaviour to study every part of the process
and we are focusing on improving and enhancing every stage.

An improved,
faster
experience

Time savings
through fewer
clicks

Supporting
new ways of
working

Review, information stamp, redact, highlight, annotate, action and workflow
transfer of care documents and messages.
A browser based Docman 10 means no reliance on locally installed software
and hardware and is accessible with mobile and tablet devices.
Fully supportive of federated working with a live user presence to support
discussions and collaborations around patients.
Quickly consume and process Clinical Document Architecture (CDA)
messages.

Docman 10 has been designed with the user in mind.
Docman 10 has been designed and developed
around how our users want to manage their
documents and the transfer of care process.
By visiting our customers across Primary and
Secondary Care, we have gained an accurate
and true understanding of the challenges they
face and how we can make their job roles easier
and more efficient.
A new enhanced user interface means Docman
10 can provide even greater productivity from
fewer clicks. The user interface has been
designed based on best practice to deliver an
intuitive user experience.

Powerful
lightning
search always
available

Set up Quick
Steps based
on user role or
organisation

Easy software
updates with
no overheads

Visual timeline
of significant
events and a
full document
history

Enhanced
reporting
suite and
dashboards

“ Very excited by the new functions that will make the scanning
more intuitive and user friendly. ”
Tara Bolton, Practice Manager, Abbeywood Surgery

“ Excellent, well thought out and designed. ”
Tony Walkden, GP IM&T Manager, Hastings & Rotherham CCG

“ A new feel to the processing of documents. ”
Tina Flitter, IT Administrator, Westerham Practice

“ I’m looking forward to using it. Smooth, slick and will be
beneficial for working across 3 sites.
”
Luke Nash, IT Manager, Parchmore Medical Centre

120
NHS trusts

6,000
GP practices

200,000
NHS staff

37,000,000
patients registered

01977 66 44 96

Our passion is electronic document management.
We provide one click, easy to use electronic
document management software to support busy NHS
organisations.
Built on a one click philosophy, our software is
designed to be completely user friendly so you can
focus your time on patient care.

www.docman.com

sales@docman.com

